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FabScraps C112 All Men Gift Card 
By Lea-Anne Alexander  

Blog: http://info032593.wixsite.com/amazingcards   
Facebook: @artandcraftcards 

 

   
 
Requirements 
12.5cmx12.5cm pre-made brown CD holder with inside holder 
2x12cmx12cm C112 Collections co-ordinated black card  
2x11cmx11cm C112 002 pattern card  
11.5cmx11.5cm C112 Collections co-ordinated green card  
10cmx10cm C112 Collections co-ordinated grey card  
7cmx8cm C112 Collections co-ordinated grey card  
C112 004 Boy’s and their toys badge 
C112 Collections co-ordinated grey card stock 
C112 007 10cmx9.5cm pattern paper and 11.5cmx11.5cm  
5cmx6.5cm black gauze 
11cmx2.5cm old denim material 
4cmx11.5cm C112 002 mini blocks 
C112 004 Glasses strip 
Just for you, Congratulations and Happy Birthday peel-offs  

Metal nuts and washers 
Puffy swirls 
Metal key and organza ribbon 
Black diamante 
Left over paper to cut circles 
Glossy ascents 
Lovelife and remember this moment die cut words (optional) 

 
To make up the gift Card 
Front: 
1. Stick down the 12cmx12cm black card, add the green 11.5cm11.5cm card on top of the black, finish off with 

the C112 007 pattern paper.  
2. Cut and stick the denim material just of the left side of the pattern paper, add the small black blocks strip 

C112 004 in the middle of the card, cut out and stick the glasses strip C112 004 ensuring that the denim 
material still shows. Cut the black gauze in half and stick on the left hand side of the black blocks 

3. Cut and stick the C112 004 Boy’s and their toys badge and stick onto the 7cmx8cm C112 Collections co-
ordinated grey card, trim the bottom edges to match the badge 
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4. Peel off and stick down the Just for you sentiment to the top left of the card and the Happy Birthday at the 
bottom right of the card 

Inside – top flap: 
5. Cut and stick the 10cmx10cm C112 Collections co-ordinated grey card onto the inside top flap lined up with 

the fold line. Cut and stick the C112 007 9.5cmcmx9.5cm pattern paper on top of the grey card, cut a strip 
of the grey paisley from the flip side of the C112 007 pattern paper and stick down, overlapping the pattern 
paper, cut a strip of the down arrows from C112 008 page and stick on top of the paisley piece, cut out the 
round solid black arrow from C112 008 page and stick on top of the pattern, lined up with the fold line and 
the centre hole for the insert, add the lovelife die cut words above the solid round arrow 

6. Add the mini cut out circles to the top left hand corner and bottom right hand corner, cut in half if required 
for more interest 

7. Finish off with puffy swirl and mini black diamante 
Inside – bottom of card 
8. Cut and stick down the 12cmx12cm C112 Collections co-ordinated black card, stick down the C112 007 

11.5cmx11.5cm pattern, stick the C112 004 stripes strip on the left hand side of the card,  
9. Cut out the Handsome and hardworking badge and stick on top of the C112 Green card, stick both onto the 

card overlapping the black stripes, add the left over piece of black gauze in the middle on top of the black 
stripes and words badge 

10. From the left over pieces of card, cut out a selection of assorted sizes small circles 
11. Stick two different circle sizes on top of the gauze, cut out 2x mini ties from C112 008 page and stick on top 

of the mini circles 
12. Add the mini cut out circles to the bottom right hand corner, cut in half to add interest and finish off with 

black diamante 
13. Add glossy ascents inside the neck line of the mini ties, set aside to dry 
Insert 
14. Cut C112 007 pattern piece to 11cmx11cm, peel off and add the Congratulations sentiment to the top right 

corner and the remember this moment to the bottom left hand corner 
To finish of card 
15. Add the cut out circles to the front of the card at the top left of the badge, above and underneath the 

gauze, stick the key on the ribbon to the top left hand corner of the badge, add the washers and bolts and 
the puffy swirl to the bottom right hand corner of the badge 

16. Add glossy ascents to the headlights of the car and set aside to dry 
17. Cut any leftover pieces of paper down to 15cmx15cm, 10cmx15cm, 10cmx10cm and 5cmx5cm pieces and 

place into your scrap paper storage box for later use to make greeting cards, tags or to use on your layouts. 
Throw away the remaining small bits and pieces. Enjoy! 
 


